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Background

⚫ RISM Database for A/II ca. 1980

⚫ Today ca. 1.4 million records, ca. 3,500 
libraries

⚫ Structure: MARC21

⚫ Guidelines: own / adapted from LC

⚫ Authority files: names, institutions → VIAF

⚫ Program data: Muscat; OPAC: Touchpoint 

⚫ Open Data / LOD





RISM as a source catalog

⚫ You can search for sources of a work 

⚫ But not for works. 

⚫ Example: Mozart, Jupiter Symphony, KV 
551

⚫ 43 entries



Work catalogs

⚫ Open up the oeuvre of a composer

⚫ Based on a (first) source qualification

⚫ Aim: to determine the work in its original 
form (Fassung letzter Hand)

⚫ Thematic catalog: music incipit represents 
the work in this form 



RISM - FRBR 

⚫ Work is an idea 

⚫ Physically represented by a manifestation 
and item

⚫ Music incipits taken from the manuscript 
or printed edition is entered in the source 
entry 

⚫ New: Music incipits that represents the 
work can be included in the work entry



Extended work level

Field 100 Heading: Composer, Scoring 
summary, op. / thematic index, key / mode, 
(Standardized) title 
for exchange with VIAF

Additional fields: other standard identifier, 
subject heading, name variants, source 
data, notes, music incipit, and others 
only for use in RISM 



Possible workflow for a project

⚫ Search in RISM for a work of composer 
XY

⚫ Comparing the sources from digital 
objects or originals in the libraries

⚫ Creating a work entry 

⚫ Entering the music incipit from the main 
complete source

⚫ Linking all relevant sources to the work 
entry



Demonstration
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